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Abstract. Specifying behaviour by temporal formulas is facilitated by
the following approach. So-called temporal patterns (defined via generic
functionals) allow describing temporal relationships by expressions that
closely reflect the informal word statements. Equivalence of these expres-
sions with the temporal formulas meant for model checking can be proven
formally in a functional predicate calculus. This increases confidence as
to whether the temporal fomulas indeed reflect the desired behaviour.
1 Introduction
In model checking, formal specification of behaviour is often expressed by tem-
poral logic formulas [9–11]. The problem addressed in this paper was inspired
by a tutorial [6] on Bandera, a system for model checking Java source code [1],
but directly extends to temporal specification in general and is treated as such.
In the cited tutorial [6], the lecturer made the interesting observation that
reading and writing temporal formulas may be difficult, nonintuitive, and re-
quires considerable expertise. Only for simple examples the intuitive interpre-
tation is straightforward, for instance, interpreting the ltl-formula ♦p as ex-
pressing that p happens infinitely often [10]. Yet, even then a formal proof re-
mains an instructive exercise that paves the way for the sequel.
The Bandera group introduced so-called temporal specification patterns [6–
8] that are more readable because they reflect the informal word specification
in a rather direct way. Yet, two shortcomings remain: (a) the design is not as
orthogonal and compositional as it could be, and (b) establishing that certain
temporal formulas do express the same behaviour as the patterns still requires
expertise, since no systematic method was given for this task.
This gap can be bridged by expressing the specification in a compositional
way using formulas that closely reflect the informal word statements about the
desired temporal behaviour. We describe important (often-used) temporal rela-
tionships in a functional predicate calculus [3] and using generic functionals [5]
as auxiliary functions. This complements an earlier functional temporal calculus
[2] with a comprehensive collection of calculation rules. The resulting expres-
sions are called temporal patterns, reflecting analogy with [6–8], and avoiding
confusion with other uses of the term “pattern” in software engineering.
Correspondence with temporal logic formulas can be established via their se-
mantics [2, 4], expressed in the same predicate calculus, and can be used in vari-
ous ways: proving equality between a temporal formula and a temporal pattern,
or transforming one into the other. Either increases confidence as to whether the
temporal formulas used for model checking indeed reflect the desired behaviour.
2 Functional mathematics: principle and key conventions
Functional Mathematics [3] is an approach to structure formalisms by conceiving
mathematical objects as functions whenever convenient — which is quite more
often than common practice reflects. Here we only provide a rather compact
summary of the key conventions used in the sequel. Full details are given in [3].
A function f is fully defined by its domain D f and its mapping (image for
every domain element). Some functions can be denoted by an abstraction of the
form x :X ∧. p . e (∧. p optional). Writing f for v :X ∧. p . e, the domain axiom is
d ∈ D f ≡ d ∈ X∧p[vd and the mapping axiom d ∈ D f ⇒ f d = e[vd. Here e[vd is e
with d substituted for v. Example: n :Z . 2 ·n doubles integers. Another example
is the constant function definer • with X • e = v :X . e (taking v not free in e).
Predicates are B-valued functions (B = {0, 1}). The quantifiers ∀ and ∃ are
defined as predicates over predicates: ∀P ≡ P = D P • 1 and ∃P ≡ P 6= D P • 0.
Writing predicates as abstractions yields familiar expressions such as ∀P ≡
∀x :D P . P x and ∀x :R . x2 ≥ 0. Calculation rules are given in [3].
Generic functionals are functions over arbitrary functions. Here we use only
a few from a rather extensive collection [5]. The range operator R has axiom
e ∈ R f ≡ ∃x :D f . f x = e. Using {—} as synonym for R synthesises set
notations such as {m :N | m < n}, with the general convention that x :X | p is
shorthand for the abstraction x :X ∧. p . x. Expressions like {e, e′, e′′} also have
their usual meaning. The function arrow operator→ is defined by f ∈ X → Y ≡
D f = X ∧R f ⊆ Y , for any sets X and Y . The generic set filtering operator ↓
is defined by X ↓ P = {x :X ∩ D P | P x} for any set X and predicate P .
A sequence is any function with domain n, with n :N or n :=∞. The block
operator  is defined by n = {m :N | m < n}, so  0 = ∅,  2 = B and
∞ = N. The length operator # is defined by #x = n ≡ D x = n, and the
contiguous integer set operator by m n = {k :Z | m ≤ k < n}. An array of
length n over set A is a function of type n → A, written An. The set of lists
over A is
⋃
n :N . An, written A∗, and A+ is the set of nonempty lists.
3 Temporal specification patterns, temporal logic and
functional temporal calculus
3.1 Temporal patterns: classification and functional definition
Classification Temporal patterns reflect temporal relationships or properties.
The usual distinction between safety and liveness properties is well-known but
rather coarse, and a more refined classification is based on the syntactic structure
of the temporal formulas expressing the properties [10]. Bandera uses a higher
level of abstraction, more closely corresponding to expressing properties in a
quasi-natural language. The classes are hierarchically subdivided in 2 groups:
Occurrence Patterns: Absence, Existence, Bounded Existence, Universality,
Order Patterns: Precedence, Response, Chain Precedence, Chain Response.
Conventions Let T be a time domain with order ≤, and A a set of atomic
propositions taking values in B at any time instant. The state at a given time
instant is a function of type A→ B, and behaviour then has type T→ A→ B.
Alternatively, as in [4], a signal associated with an element of A is a function
of type T → B, and behaviour then has type A → T → B. Either formula-
tion is useful, and switching is easy by swapping arguments using the generic
transposition functional [5]. Henceforth, T = N, and we write N→ B as Pred.
The scope of a temporal pattern is the set of subsets (regions) of N to which
it pertains. For uniformity, we specify regions by predicates in Pred. The generic
set filtering operator allows expressing a region as N ↓ s, abbreviated Ns.
Occurence patterns are of type Pred→ Pred→ B or Pred→ N→ Pred→ B.
For any predicate p : Pred, region s : Pred, number k : N, we define
– Absence (is false) by p is false s ≡ ∀n :Ns .¬(p n).
– Existence (becomes true) by p becomes true s ≡ ∃n :Ns . p n.
– Bounded Existence (occurs) by p occursk s ≡
∃ f :Finj .D f =  k ∧R f ⊆ {n :Ns | p n ∧ (n− 1 ∈ Ns ⇒ ¬p (n− 1))}.
– Universality (is true) by p is true s ≡ ∀n :Ns . p n.
Order patterns are of type Pred+ → Pred→ B or variants. For any predicates
p and q in Pred, predicate lists p′ and q′ in Pred+, region s :Pred, we define
– Precedence (precedes) by p precedes q s ≡
∀n :Ns . q n⇒ ∃m :Ns . pm ∧m < n.
– Response (responds to) by p responds to q s ≡
∀n :Ns . q n⇒ ∃m :Ns . pm ∧m ≥ n.
– Chain Precedence (precedes) by p′ precedes q′ s ≡
∀n :N#q′s . (∀ i :D q′ . q′ i (n i) ∧ (1 ≤ i⇒ n (i− 1) < n i))⇒
∃m :N#p′s . (∀ i :D p′ . p′ i (mi)∧(1 ≤ i⇒ m (i−1) < mi))∧m (#p′−1) < n 0.
– Chain Response (responds to) by p′ responds to q′ s ≡
∀n :N#q′s . (∀ i :D q′ . q′ i (n i) ∧ (1 ≤ i⇒ n (i− 1) < n i))⇒
∃m :N#p′s . (∀ i :D p′ . p′ i (mi)∧(1 ≤ i⇒ m (i−1) < mi))∧m 0 ≥ n (#q′−1).
Pattern scope These operators are of type (Pred → B) → Pred∗ → B or
variants. In typical use, their first argument (of type Pred → B) is a temporal
pattern with the region s omitted, as in p occurs2 and (p, q) precedes r. Possible
other arguments further specify the scope. For any p :Pred → B and q and r in
Pred, we define
– Globally by p globally ≡ p (N • 1).
– Before by p before q ≡ (∃n :N . q n)⇒ ∃n :Nq . (∀m :Nq .m ≥ n) ∧ p (< n).
– Since by p since q ≡ (∃n :N . q n)⇒ ∃n :Nq . (∀m :Nq .m ≥ n) ∧ p (≥ n).
– Between by p between q and r ≡
∀n :Nq . (∃m :Nr .m ≥ n)⇒ ∃m :Nr .m ≥ n∧(∀ i :n m .¬(r i))∧p (∈ n m).
– Since-until by p since q until r ≡ p between q and r∧
∀n :Nq . (∀m :Nr .m ≤ n)⇒
∃m :Nq . (∀ i :Nq . i < m⇒ ∃ j : i m . r j) ∧ p (≥ m).
3.2 Linear Time Temporal logic (ltl)
Syntactically, assume a set V of variables and a set B of propositional expressions
built from variables and atomic propositions. The set L of ltl expressions is
recursively defined as one of the following: [[b]], [[(¬p)]], [[(p∨ q)]], [[(©p)]], [[(pU q)]],
where b is in B, and p and q in L. Derived operators are defined by
[[(p→ q)]] = [[((¬p) ∨ q)]] [[(♦ p)]] = [[(1U p)]]
[[(p ∧ q)]] = [[(¬(p→ (¬q)))]] [[( p)]] = [[(¬(♦ (¬p)))]]
[[(pW q)]] = [[(( p) ∨ (pU q))]]
We also adopt the usual conventions for omitting parentheses.
The semantics can be defined by a state-oriented model, with state space
S :=V → B and state sequence space N → S. Letting E :B → S → B be the
meaning function for B, we define the meaning function M :L → (N → S) →
N→ B for L as usual: for any σ :N→ S, b :B, p :L, q :L and n :N,
M [[b]]σ n ≡ E b (σ n)
M [[(¬p)]]σ n ≡ ¬(M b σ n)
M [[(p ∨ q)]]σ n ≡ (M [[p]]σ n) ∨ (M [[q]]σ n)
M [[(©p)]]σ n ≡M [[p]]σ (n+ 1)
M [[(pU q)]]σ n ≡ ∃m :N≥n .M [[q]]σm ∧ ∀ i :n m .M [[p]]σ i
Alternatively, in a signal-oriented model [4], we replace the state sequence
space N→ V → B by a signal space V → N→ B. Correspondingly, the function
M :L → (N → V → B) → N → B becomes M′ :L → (V → N → B) → N → B.
As expected, M′ e ν = M e νT or, directly, for any ν :V → N → B, b :B, p :L
and n :N, define M′ [[b]] ν n ≡ E b (νT n) and M′ [[(¬p)]] ν n ≡ ¬(M′ [[p]] ν n) and
so on.
Since the syntax of ltl has logical operators, we can assume B = V ∪A and
replace M′ [[b]] ν n ≡ E b (νT n) by M′ [[a]] ν n ≡ κ a and M′ [[v]] ν n ≡ ν v n.
3.3 Functional Temporal Calculus (ftc)
The Functional Temporal Calculus [2] facilitates calculation by obviating the
cumbersome and repetitive meaning function. To this effect, ltl-expressions are
identified with their interpretation as signals of type N→ B, i.e., Pred. Hence
def ¬ :Pred→ Pred with ¬p n ≡ ¬(p n)
def ∨ :Pred→ Pred→ Pred with (p ∨ q)n ≡ p n ∨ q n
def © :Pred→ Pred with (©p)n ≡ p (n+ 1)
def U :Pred→ Pred→ Pred with (pU q)n ≡ ∃m :N≥n . q m ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i
Alternatively, we can omit the first two definitions and use ¬ and ∨̂ instead,
based on the generic direct extension operator [5]. In a broad context, this is
even advisable, but in the restricted context of temporal logic it matters little.
4 Formal verification
Temporal patterns and temporal formulas With the preceding definitions,
we can formally establish correspondence between our formalized versions of
Bandera temporal specification patterns and temporal formulas, for instance
p responds to q globally :  (q → ♦ p)
p becomes true before q : ¬qW (p ∧ ¬p)
p is false since q :  (q →  (¬p))
p is true between q and r :  ((q ∧ ¬r ∧ ♦ r)→ (pU r))
In the formal proofs, we use the conventions of ftc and the calculation rules of
the functional predicate calculus [3]. Often the least element axiom for natural
numbers is necessary: ∃ (n :N . P n) ≡ ∃n :N . P n ∧ ∀ i :N . P i⇒ i ≥ n.
A formal proof example Of the preceding correspondences, we prove the most
complicated one, leaving the others to the reader. We shall use two lemmata,
both for arbitrary n :N, p :Pred and r :Pred, and proven using the rules from [3].
Lemma 1. r n⇒ ∃m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i.
Lemma 2. ∃ (m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i) ≡
∃m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm ∧ (∀ i :n m .¬(r i)) ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i.
Theorem 1. p is true between q and r ≡  ((q ∧ ¬r ∧ ♦ r)→ (pU r)) 0
Proof.  ((q ∧ ¬r ∧ ♦ r)→ (pU r)) 0
≡ 〈Definition  〉 ∀n :N≥0 . ((q ∧ ¬r ∧ ♦ r)→ (pU r))n
≡ 〈Definition →〉 ∀n :N . (q ∧ ¬r ∧ ♦ r)n⇒ (pU r)n
≡ 〈Defin. ∧, U 〉 ∀n :N . q n ∧ ¬r n ∧ ♦ r n⇒ ∃m :N≥n . r m ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i
≡ 〈Defin. ¬, ♦ 〉
∀n :N . q n ∧ ¬(r n) ∧ ∃ (m :N≥n . r m)⇒ ∃m :N≥n . r m ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i
≡ 〈Shunting, trading ∃ 〉 ∀n :N . q n⇒ ∃ (m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm)⇒ ¬(r n)⇒
∃m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i
≡ 〈Lemma 1, (x⇒ y) ∧ (¬x⇒ y) ≡ y〉
∀n :N . q n⇒ ∃ (m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm)⇒ ∃m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i
≡ 〈Trading ∀ , trading ∃ , lemma 2〉 ∀n :Nq .∃ (m :Nr .m ≥ n)⇒
∃m :N .m ≥ n ∧ rm ∧ ∀ (i :n m .¬(r i)) ∧ ∀ i :n m . p i
≡ 〈Trading ∃ , n m = N∈n m〉
∀n :Nq .∃ (m :Nr .m ≥ n)⇒ ∃m :Nr .m ≥ n∧∀ (i :n m .¬(r i))∧∀ i :N∈n m . p i
≡ 〈Definition Universality〉 ∀n :Nq .∃ (m :Nr .m ≥ n)⇒
∃m :Nr .m ≥ n ∧ ∀ (i :n m .¬(r i)) ∧ p is true (∈ n m)
≡ 〈Definition Between〉 p is true between q and r uunionsq
5 Conclusion and future work
Temporal specification patterns were introduced by the Bandera group in the
context of model checking Java code. We have shown how the correspondence
between temporal patterns and ltl-formulas can be proved formally. The ap-
proach is not restricted to ltl and has more general applications than model
checking of software, such as proving equivalence between formulas in different
temporal logics. Such proofs often involve manipulating complicated predicate
formulas, which can be tedious. To address this matter, we have experimented
with Isar/HOL as a proof assistant. Further generalization and automation of
our approach and improving compositionality by generic functionals will be the
main objects of future research.
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